CHAPTER 2

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

2.1 Introduction

Information technology (IT) as one of the primary drivers of change in the ways that people work, seek information, communicate, and entertain themselves (Kashorda, 2012; Salin & Abidin, 2011). According to Forrester, nearly 60% of all corporate employees share, access, and manage content outside the office – with their laptops, tablets, and smart phones (Peline, Mines, & Musto, 2011). A report by White (2012) showed that 66% of those surveyed about their remote from work habits and expectations, believe their office will go fully virtual in one to five years time. These indicate that IT continues to change in a rapid pace with no sign of slowing down. The rapid advancement of IT has turned out to be a challenge for construction organizations, instead to be a tool to gain an edge over other competition. Organizations have to select the best IT solutions that may help them gaining competitive advantage. It is very important for construction organizations to cope with this rapidity of IT change to acquire their international credibility by employing advanced IT (Schwab, 2011). Technology change adaptable involves a careful balance between changing the technology to fit the organization, and changing the organization to fit the technology.
(Veryard, 2011). Blended aspects should be managed in coping with the rapidity of IT changes, which include the IT infrastructure, people, process, and business environment (Alshawi & Arif, 2011).

The purpose of this Chapter is to understand how the construction industry is managing the rapid pace of IT change in the current economic climate. This Chapter starts with a general overview of IT in the construction industry – it examines current trends of new IT invention within the construction industry as well as the effects on construction management. It continues with discussions on current practices on how construction organizations cope with the technological change, focusing at approaches that support decision-making in developing or procuring IT. The lack of tangible tools and resources for organizations has prompted academic studies on this topic.

### 2.2 The Construction Industry and IT

What is construction? The purpose of construction activities is to produce artifacts such as buildings, roads, and bridges that involves a process from conception to demolition (Myers, 2001, p. 1). These artifacts are in contrast to other manufactured products; they are located in particular places and need to be constructed on-site rather than in factories. They are one-of-a kind products and it takes a long duration to finish a construction project. The construction process includes the whole life-cycle comprising design, construction, operation and maintenance. During the construction process, manufacturing of the building materials is involved, as well as public planning and activities inspection.
Construction industry is defined as the internal relationships among parties involved, which are formed in their respective economic activities in the entire construction process (Xu, et al, 2005). The concept of a construction market here can be understood as the sum of all purchasing and selling relationships in the construction process in which the parties involved are the main players in the construction market, namely clients, design institutes, construction enterprises, suppliers, and other construction-related companies. This research adopts the definition of construction organizations to be including all parties involved in this market.

Technology is defined as a progressive solutions that have value added to consumer’ lives in the form of increased efficiency, security, flexibility or functionality (Woodall, Colby, & Parasuraman, 2007). Hence, the term of ‘information technology’ refers to any elements where the underlying technological base comprises of computer(s), communications, hardware, software, and network which are brought in from the external environment (Cooper & Zmud, 1990). IT is used to process, transmit, and store information using these technological base (Weill & Olson, 1989).

2.2.1 IT in Construction Context

It is general consensus that IT in construction covers the use of all electronic means of information transfer such as computer networks, local area networks, Internet, mobile phones, faxes, and etc. IT also is seen as the use of latest technology like knowledge-based systems, computer-based decision support system, and object-orientated computer-aided-design (CAD) (Stewart, 2003), while others see it as part of the management strategies and the concepts of concurrent engineering, process re-engineering, and just-in-time production (Galliers & Leidner, 2003). The diversity has
led to a number of different IT definitions in construction. This research adopts an information-centric definition, where IT is defined as the use of electronic means and programs for the processing, storage, transfer, and presentation of information. For examples, the use of IT in electronic tendering system, supply chain management, and construction project planning. This demonstrates the key role that IT could play in improving the effectiveness of communication and information exchange between construction partners in the context of managing a construction project from the initial stage to the post-construction phase.

2.2.2 How IT in Construction is Different?

In comparing with other industries, there are constraints placed on innovation within construction because of the characteristics of the industry. Adversarial culture and fragmented nature are the main aspect that differs construction and other industries; owing to exclusivity and complexity of each construction project (Alshawi & Faraj, 2002; Brandon & Betts, 1995; Tanyer, 2004). In addition, construction projects involve many parties. The parties engaged in any projects vary in size and carry out distinctive functions where each party has been trained and gained experiences through different educational and professional paths – which makes project integration difficult. On top of that, they work in different organizations and have different value systems and methods of working (Brandon & Betts, 1995; Tanyer, 2004). Also, project teams are almost never the same in different projects. This resulted to different work processes, different computer systems, different skill sets and different individual personalities – each organization has dissimilar level of readiness in adopting IT as each organization has special skills, and different IT capabilities and training procedures (Tanyer, 2004). This situation leads to the separation of life cycle stages of construction projects
between inception, design, construction, and maintenance stages, and it limits introduction of many innovations to the industry (Alshawi & Faraj, 2002).

Construction projects are discontinuous and temporary and there are often poor linkages between project and business processes; even though the purpose of the project is the same from the previous ones, it may differ in terms of engineering design or construction method depending on site’s conditions (Bouchlaghem, Thorpe, & Liyanage, 1996). To make matters more difficult, processes are carried out by a myriad of contractors and sub-contractors in different building techniques and methods. This project specific nature within the industry created various issues for rapid assimilation of new ideas within construction firms (Gann & Salter, 2000).

Based on the abovementioned characteristics, construction IT should support products that cannot be described by standardized product models. Construction processes are unique and typically assemble a unique set of partners, and this scenario is totally different from other industries, say banking and manufacturing where they repeat processes millions of times.

2.3 Role of IT in Construction

In the construction industry, IT can be applied to and assist the industry in three main areas; construction management and administration, construction engineering, and automated data acquisition and process control (Underwood & Khosrowshahi, 2012). IT also plays a big role in project management to integrate financial management, human resources, stock management, and machinery maintenance (Chien & Barthorpe,
In construction supply chain, IT is an enabler for a construction business network, from original suppliers of materials, products, and services, to the end users (Deraman, et al., 2011). The use of IT in construction is becoming increasingly sophisticated with virtual reality, knowledge-based systems, and object-orientated approaches among the latest technological advances (Alkalbani, et al., 2012; Stewart, 2003). Construction players also have started to utilize IT as a collaboration tool throughout the whole construction life cycle, as shown in Figure 2.1 (Hore, 2006).

![Figure 2.1: Usage of IT tools in construction (Hore, 2006)](image)

### 2.3.1 Benefits of IT Usage for Construction Organizations

Many researchers have reported the benefits brought by IT to the construction organizations (Ashurst, Doherty, & Peppard, 2008; Ruddock, 2006; UK Contractors Group, 2009). The major advantage of IT is its ability to automate existing work practices without human error. The automation of workflow increases productivity and business turnover, shortens construction cycle time, improves accuracy and consistency of documentation, and increases capacity of an organization to manage larger and more complex construction projects (Gaith, Khalim, & Ismail, 2012). IT also improves quality and usability of information, as well as time and cost saving (Dawood, Sriprasert, Mallasi, & Hobbs, 2001), and this demonstrated a saving of more than 90%
in person per hour (Dawood, 2002). As a result, IT enhances ability of the organizations to satisfy clients’ needs on cost and time saving, and transparency of construction information (Lautanala, et al., 1998).

With IT, construction projects can be managed without being on the construction site and provide the possibility of closer collaboration with other remote offices or construction parties. The Extranet, for an example, facilitates contributions from all project team members without the need to meet in one location (Cheng & Kumar, 2012). Communication is improved by using electronic links such as electronic mail, video conferencing, and networks for sharing information (Alaghbandrad, Asnaashari, & Preece, 2012). Additionally, IT can assist in counteracting the problems caused by a lack of integrated project based in this fragmented industry, by supporting exchanges of project information (Atkin, 1999).

IT offers opportunities as strategic method to gain competitive advantage for construction organizations, hence enable new ways of managing, organizing, and developing new business (Bhatt & Grover, 2005). It can be achieved through management efficiency reducing wasted management and administrative energy, as well as providing sophisticated clients with service level improvements (Peansupap, et al., 2003). IT has enabled clients to receive immediate feedbacks that allow organizations to reach fast to clients’ demands and let the organization recognize new market niches and positioned them to compete internationally (Apulu & Latham, 2011).
2.4 Understanding Technology Change

Technology is evolving everyday (Lovins, 2012). This rapid change of technology is turning out to be a challenge for many business and industries (Evans, 2011). The words of ‘technology change’ portray the process of technological invention, innovation, and diffusion of technology (Metcalfé, 2008). This original model was proposed by Rogers (2005) where he explained that technological process is started with the creation of something new, and it continues by the spread of a technology through a society or industry (please refer Figure 2.2). Rogers (2005) found that the diffusion of a technology generally follows an S-shaped curve as early versions of a technology are rather unsuccessful, followed by a period of high levels of adoption, and finally a dropping off when it will be forgone due to another new technology is created. The Gartner’s Hype Cycle put forward five categories of durations that IT will take to be adopted; some technologies will take less than 2 years whilst many will take 2 to 5 years and 5 to 10 years, not many IT will take longer than 10 years, and few will obsolete before plateau (Gartner, 2010a).

![Figure 2.2: Phases of technological change (Rogers, 2005)](image_url)
2.5 IT Trends in Construction

Historically, personal computers were used only in few construction companies during 1980s (Núria, 2005). Björk (1999) explained that IT was first brought into the construction industry to support activities in creating new information. Björk mentioned that the use of computer-aided design (CAD) in the construction started during the late of 1980’s was a significant IT innovation in construction industry, which exclusively used on support for the creation and the viewing of data. In the mid of 1990s, 3-dimensional CAD has established the role of using computer-based building models for design and communication in building projects (Froese, 1999). The introduction of World Wide Web (WWW) in 1993 led to an explosion in Internet usage for commercial uses (Tam, 1999). Virtual Reality (VR) entered construction industry in the early 2000 and was used in the process of design and construction (Li, 2010). Software-as-a-service (SaaS) has becoming accepted in construction industry since 2006 and this technology is used a lot in Cloud Computing – an Internet based development and services, which this technology is still new in the area and it has significant potentials (Gartner, 2008a).

The speculation about the direction of technology rages on daily. As new technologies are experimented, researched and demonstrated, organizations have the difficult task to predict and select the most appropriate technology to be invested. It is expected that computers to become at least as intelligent as humans by the year 2029 (Ford, 2009, p. 2). The Forrester analysts recently predict future IT trends in construction will be in this four categories; “empowered” technology, process-centric data and intelligence, flexible applications, and smart technology management and it is predicted that Software-as-a-service (SaaS) and Cloud Computing will have the greatest
impact on the industry (Leganza, Cullen, & An, 2010b). In addition, other technologies that may continue impacting the industry are Information-as-a-Service (IaaS), Building Information Model (BIM), and next-generation Business Intelligence (BI), and others current technology will be in a mature phase (Erdogan, Abbott, & Aouad, 2010; Gartner, 2011b; McGrawHill, 2009). Forrester (2011) also found that technology areas are most likely to be affected by technology change are applications (37%), production servers (22%), major network infrastructure (19%), database software (12%), and storage (10%).

Forrester (2011) found that the IT changes were due to external forces such as changing business conditions, competition, and new regulations. Green (2001) suggested that the main motivation factor for the development of new IT inventions is social; this is divided into four categories, intellectual agenda, economics push, politics, and upgrading existing infrastructure. Mika (2009) suggested that finding and fostering talent as a technology driver. Bossink (2004) found four other factors of IT innovation, which include environmental pressure, technological capability, knowledge exchange, boundary spanning. All these factors are consistent and can be concluded in four categories as below:
- Intellectual agenda – initiatives of leaders and individuals to be better;
- Business competition – influences that force and stimulate organizations to innovate;
- Political agenda – initiatives to co-innovate across the boundaries of departments, organizations, and partnerships, as well as providing financial support at the early stage of new innovation;
- Technological push – technical factors enabling organizations to upgrade and enhance existing technology or develop new innovation products or processes.

2.5.1 The Revolution of IT: How Fast it was?

IT is impacting the advancement of the construction technologies - the more advance the technologies, the more advance IT will be (Omogbadegun, 2010). It is generally believe that the pace of current technology-driven innovation is much faster that it was only seven years ago (Brynjolfsson & Schrage, 2009). Some scholars indicate that the new technologies and inventions are developed and produced everyday (Jurvetson, 2010; Mezo, 2010). Moore’s Law stated that the capacity of new technologies doubles every 18 months to 2 years (Mollick, 2006). Internet traffic has been doubling every hundred days (Lovins, 2012). A certainly is that technological change is accelerating and it will continue to impact and reshape the economy, thus, businesses must react quickly to seize the opportunities resulting from any changes. The number of granted patents shows the new inventions has been increasing year by year since the Patent and Utility Innovation Grants\(^1\) were introduced in 1988 (MyIPO, 2011), as shown in Figure 2.4. Up to June 2012, the inventions of new technologies are 1,847 yearly in average, and it marks 5 new technology inventions per day. For the construction industry, it

\(^1\) A patent is an exclusive right granted for an invention, which is a product or a process that provides a new way of doing something, or offers a new technical solution to a problem. A patent provides protection for the invention to the owner of the patent for a limited period, generally 20 years (WIPO, 2011).
averaged 70 inventions per year (Figure 2.5). This scenario reflects the changing society where new technologies affect everyday life. This further evidence the importance on how to manage the rapidity of IT change becomes a crucial part in most of the organizations that embrace IT.

**Figure 2.4:** Total numbers of Patents granted in the world (MyIPO, 2011)

**Figure 2.5:** Patents granted for the construction sector 1993-2010 (MyIPO, 2011)
2.5.2 IT Investment Trends

In a context of IT investment trends, Salleh (2007) found 6 stages of maturity (please refer Figure 2.6). At the least matured stage, an organization start with ad-hoc investment where IT system are developed or purchased based on what the management sees taking place within other external organizations. In the next level, the organization increases number of IT applications in its IT development plans. Then, short-term development of IT starts to appear with management welcoming user involvement to define needs and requirements, followed by long-term development of IT with an attempt to align business strategy and IT strategy. When the organization becomes more mature in IT, the organization will use IT for adding value of products or services, for supporting supply chain activities, and for supporting strategic and innovative business objectives.

![Figure 2.6: IT investment maturity model (Salleh, 2007)](image)

2.6 IT in Malaysian Construction Industry Perspective

The recent Tenth Malaysia Plan 2011-2015 (2010) reported that the Malaysian construction industry’s share to gross domestic product (GDP) to be approximately 2.9% with an estimated growth of 3.7% per annum. The report accounted that construction GDP in 2009 was USD5.69 million, and mentioned that the construction industry is expected to employ around 777,000 people or 5.9% of total employment in
year 2015. Based on this projected growth, the Malaysian Construction Industry Master Plan (CIDB Malaysia, 2007) has outlined IT as one of the critical success factors of the industry to accommodate the growing complexities of construction project information and its resources.

Historically, Shahrudin et al. (2010) reported that advanced applications such as digital modeling, global-positioning system, and Internet are incidentally applied in the Malaysian construction industry. Heavy usage of IT was found in three aspects. Firstly, in administration, where the common activities involved are production, editing, and storage of the written word in the form of letters, memos, reports, and documents. Secondly is for communication by using local area networks (LANs) for sharing information and the use of electronic mail. The third is for producing construction specific activities, for example to generate construction drawings using CAD applications, estimations and tender analyses, and project planning. Various software has been created specifically for each profession within the industry to accelerate work processes – rather than with pen and paper.

Bernama (2012) reported that Malaysia was expected to spend USD8.04 billion by year-end of 2012 for IT expenditure, which the amount represents a year-on-year growth of 10.1%. From the total amount, USD7.15 billion was allocated for IT infrastructure (88.7%), and USD0.91 billion was for IT services (11.3%). In previous years, Malaysia’s total IT spending in was USD7.35 billion in 2011, and USD5.9 billion in 2010, according to data by International Data Corp (Chin, 2011).

IT was started to get attention with the launch of a long-term project (1995-2020) of the Multimedia Super Corridor (MSC) project in 1996, which the industry
recorded IT expenditure of USD49.6 million (Kaliannan, Raman, & Dorasamy, 2009). The construction industry spent about 4% of the total IT spending in Malaysia for year 1996, and was far behind from other major industries such as banking and finance (27%) and manufacturing spent (13%) in the same year.

IT in Malaysian construction industry is led by the Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) Malaysia. In 2000, the construction industry spent USD36.5 million on IT, USD41.1 million in 2005, and is expected to increase to USD44 million in 2010 (New Straits Time, 2007). This is reflected by many IT projects under the e-Government initiatives that benefit the Malaysian construction industry. Among these are the electronic tendering, electronic procurement, Project Monitoring System, Land and Property Application System, the G2E portal, the Local Government system and the Integrated Financial Management System. However, these IT systems have been tried in selected local authorities but faced numerous problems such as technical issues, e-readiness, and standardization (CIDB Malaysia, 2007). Notwithstanding, the large-size private construction companies in Malaysia have demonstrated competitive IT implementation within their territories through a recognition of the Malaysian Construction Industry Excellence Awards by CIDB Malaysia, for instance Sunway Construction, Juru Ukur Bahan Malaysia (JUBM), and MK Land. However, by looking the construction industry as a whole, the industry is still lagging behind in term of IT investment as opposed to other industries such as manufacturing and banking (Shaharudin, et al, 2010).
2.7 Implications of Rapid IT Change for Malaysian Construction Industry

The rapid introduction of new IT has benefited the world in many ways such as upgrading people’s lifestyle, provided a myriad of working methods and introduced new skills and job opportunities. The information transfer is now shared more quickly than ever before and this enabled companies to invest in a wide range of ventures around the world. At the same time, the inter-relations between industries become closer (Wangwe, 1995). Furthermore, technological changes increases people interest in knowledge discovery and developing new ideas and this creates healthy environment for future generation.

Despite the advantages of IT, it was reported that rapid technology, policy, and management changes contributed to the IT project failures in Malaysia (Samah, et.al, 2010). When IT changes were not properly managed, it will be a burden to any organizations. The advancement of IT leads to more complex IT system, and it will be more vulnerable to the obstruction of just one part of the system, consequently, the risk and cost of procuring new IT are highly increased (Mukelas & Zawawi, 2012). New skills, knowledge, abilities, and other capabilities are needed in facing IT change. IT operation has become so specialized as to be obscure for majority of organizations (Afuah & Werner, 2007). Technological change also increases staff resistance as new ways of job-done is proposed every time changes are required (Akintoye, Goulding, & Zawdie, 2012). The implications of the rapidity changes in IT can be referred at Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Implications of the rapidity change in IT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Positive impacts (Benamati &amp; Lederer, 2001; Shakantu, Zulu, &amp; Matipa, 2002)</th>
<th>Negative impacts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>• Information flows faster through all aspects of the construction industry (design, construction, finance, marketing etc.)&lt;br&gt;• Effective communication worldwide. &lt;br&gt;• Real-time communication and monitoring. &lt;br&gt;• Reduce transactions costs.&lt;br&gt;• Marketing improved.</td>
<td>• Increase a risk of overhead if the new IT failure. Increase turnover in investing new IT and send staffs for training.&lt;br&gt;• New IT can become obsolete before its initial use due to lengthy duration of IT acquisition.&lt;br&gt;• Difficulties in knowing the differences between new IT and choosing most appropriate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature of market</td>
<td>• Construction companies know more about latest construction product and can recognize new market niche.</td>
<td>• Customers have become more demanding about price and quality.&lt;br&gt;• Customers have a free market from which to choose contractors from.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globalization</td>
<td>• International contractors enter the local market.&lt;br&gt;• Interconnectedness between sectors grows (Wangwe, 1995).</td>
<td>• Increase competition for local contractors.&lt;br&gt;• Local contractors require an international credibility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People</td>
<td>• Number of workers involved in knowledge discovery and application grows.&lt;br&gt;• New and varied IT requires IT professionals continuous training.</td>
<td>• IT managers have difficulties to be experts on all emerging IT.&lt;br&gt;• Turnover generates additional training demands (Benamati &amp; Lederer, 2001).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.7.1 Current Practices in Coping with Rapid IT Change

For many years, the ability of most industries to manage IT change has been the subject of controversy and debate (Shakantu, et al., 2002). In coping with the rapidity of IT change within the organization, Benamati & Lederer (2001) found five ways that have been used by organizations: 1) training and education, 2) vendor support, 3) endurance, 4) internal procedures, and 5) consultant support. On top of this, product benchmarking is also useful for organizations to help them choosing the appropriate IT solution by making comparison of different IT platforms (Brewer, et al., 2003). Even though proactive action is getting popular, the organizations are still coping the rapid technological change in deterministic way – which means react only when changes occur (Björk, 1999).
Unfortunately, academic research is short of literature in reporting about the current practices used by Malaysian construction organizations in handling the rapid IT changes. To further clarify and understand how the Malaysian construction industry would cope with IT change, interviews with experts in this field were conducted. The experts were Senior Managers from the two construction agencies of the Malaysian government that have had more than 10 year experience in chairing and leading the IT implementation strategic committee in the Malaysian construction industry. Among the projects they have involved include National Electronic Tendering Initiative (NeTI), National Construction Industry Portal, and Modular Coordination Checker. In addition, another experts participated are the Chief Information Officer and the Senior General Manager of Technical, both from the private large construction-property groups in Malaysia that have involved in this construction IT more than 10 year, and they have managed to achieve the Malaysian Construction Industry Excellence Awards due to their advancement in IT implementation among the private construction organizations in Malaysia. Current practices undertaken by the Malaysian construction industry is summarized in Table 2.2:

i. Ad hoc decision-making

By definition, ad hoc is described as “…for the particular end or case at hand without consideration of wider application” (Merriam-Webster, 2011). From a management context, ad hoc decision-making is done only when needed for a specific purpose, without planning or preparation (Macmillan Dictionary, 2011). It is task-oriented problem solving. The Stanford University (1995) reported that construction organizations respond to conditions as they arise, often in an ad hoc fashion and do whatever is necessary to implement change. Changes made in response to external forces such as changing technological
aspect and institutional requirements tend to be the most difficulties. In addition, Howes (2000) emphasized the implementation of IT on the business processes in the construction industry have happened in an unplanned fashion and not through conscious reengineering or preceded by extensive research.

Table 2.2: Different approaches undertaken by construction organizations in coping with technological change.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Approach Characteristics</th>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weakness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ad hoc</td>
<td>No focus</td>
<td>Use for IT projects with time constraint and lack or information required.</td>
<td>Case by case basis</td>
<td>• Less expensive if properly structured</td>
<td>• No information about the cause-effect relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Amendable based on situations</td>
<td>• Difficult to review and criticize the conclusions of every decision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• No continuation in decision-making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Ignore critical issues such as organizational readiness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Promote change resistance – lack of motivation among IT users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outsourcing</td>
<td>Expertise, IT infrastructure</td>
<td>When no-expertise and manpower in-house to develop IT.</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Bind a contract with a third party</td>
<td>• Expensive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• The third party provides service of IT development, maintenance, and training</td>
<td>• Lack of control on the desired IT system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Information security will be at risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benchmarking</td>
<td>IT infrastructure</td>
<td>Help to define which technologies are used most, based on best practices.</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Puts failure risks to a third party</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Easy to catch up with latest technology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the expert interviews, it was found that the management of the Malaysian construction organizations does not structure their problems; hence, it makes ad hoc decision-making more amenable to systematic analysis. Decision making through an ad hoc manner does not have any implementation guideline, thus its flexibility enables the organizations to decide the resolution procedure themselves. The construction organizations perceive to perform this approach because it offers fewer burdens to organize and administer the problem. Usually, organizations prefer to use experts’ decisions in every event or technological changes occur, which are based on a unique combination of experience, training, and intuition. It goes the same when other changes arise such as legislation, policy, and customer needs. Ad hoc decision-making is often used to deal with unforeseen problems, especially when the organizations are facing time constraints and lack of information,

The common problem appeared in this approach is that it depends upon the willingness of the parties to agree upon procedures at a time. It requires a greater degree of effort, cooperation, and expertise from the parties. Failure of one or both parties to cooperate can result in an undue expenditure of time in resolving the problems. Hence it often has a risk of increasing costs. In addition, Carrillo et al. (2012) suggests that ad hoc decision making does not promote continuation in decision-making, and styles of decision-making may differ in different organizations. Thus decisions made tend to achieve goals, which are limited for short-term objectives.
ii. Outsourcing

According to Gartner (2008b), outsourcing accounted of 8.1% growth in 2008. Outsourcing is not a new concept, its origin can be found in the practice of subcontracting activities (James & Weidenbaum, 1993). Outsourcing is defined as one of allocation or reallocating business activities from an internal source to an external source (Schniederjans, et al., 2005). The external source could be a third party, or from other division or subsidiary of a single corporate entity. By outsourcing, a service provider develops and maintains an IT system, as well as, proving training for its clients.

Within the construction industry, outsourcing is a popular solution for IT (Mahmud, 2008; Sattineni, 2008). The main reasons of outsourcing are cost savings, gain outside expertise, to improve services, focus on core competencies, and to gain access to latest technology (Underwood & Khosrowshahi, 2012). Gartner (2008b) estimated cost savings of 25 to 40% from outsourcing. It is believed that outsourcing can deliver cost reductions for both operations and applications maintenance, as well as improving the value of IT investment (Lacity & Willcocks, 2012). It also shortens cycle times of IT product delivery whilst fulfilling customer needs (Carpenter & Agrawal, 2007).

Outsourcing involves comparatively low initial investment and overhead cost, and it is convenient for keeping up with cutting-edge technology (Khosrowpour, et al., 2011). Therefore, it is a practical solution especially for small and medium-sized companies that do not have enough resources to maintain an in-house IT department and/or a sophisticated networking infrastructure (Chang, et al., 2012). From the experts interview, the Malaysian
construction organizations usually hire IT experts from the outsourced service provider under short-term contracts. The service provider provides knowledge input and technical information and support all the new and existing IT functions and allowing organizations could focus on their core business activities. Therefore, organizations do not have to put extra effort on developing and maintaining IT systems and staff. In addition, outsourcing brings IT systems together and avoiding political problems within the construction organizations (Manmohan, 2010). Despite of its advantages, the IT outsourcing clients has started to realize that outsourcing risks can cause project to fail with greater costs incurred and poorer quality than expected (Lee, Yeung, & Hong, 2011).

iii. Product benchmarking

In order to choose the best technologies in market, findings from the expert interviews revealed that benchmarking approach is practiced in the Malaysian construction organizations. Benchmarking is a process of comparing an organization’s performance, processes, or solutions against recognized leaders for the purpose of determining best practices that lead to superior performance (Horta, et al., 2012). The benchmarking approach promotes a culture of continuous improvement (Baggen, Schill, & Visser, 2010). It identifies the best organizations where similar processes exist, and comparing the results and processes of those studied, and usually comes with key performance indicators (KPIs). The KPIs present measurements about the current state of business at the particular milestone (Syuhaida & Aminah, 2007). Further, this approach is capable in detecting changed conditions and potential problems that might arise from the changed situation (Syuhaida & Aminah, 2009).
In the context of IT change, the benchmarking method could help construction IT managers to find the appropriate IT solution by allowing them to make a comparison of different IT systems, as well as, providing an outlook for future performance levels (Brewer, et al., 2003). The experts revealed during the interview that, Singapore and United Kingdom has become the most favorable IT benchmark in the public and private sectors in the Malaysian construction industry. Hence, benchmarking becomes a method to monitor the organization’s improvements whilst at the same time to identify the best practice against which organizations can compare and learn (Horta, et al., 2012). Through objective competitor analysis, benchmarking allows construction organizations to measure IT products or services against competitors and best-in-class companies (Brewer, et al., 2003).

However, the experts claimed during the interview, that this approach is done in ad-hoc manner. Different department, different project, and even different construction IT project managers have been using different product benchmarking. Thus this encourages discontinuation in decision-making. In addition, the benchmarking method, however, has its downsides – if used wrongly, it may mislead the organization. What is best for one organization may not be the best for another organization, and comparisons must be made on a similar level. It is important to compare ‘an apple with an apple’, and not ‘an apple with an orange’. Poorly defined benchmarks are wasted effort and provide meaningless results.
Several attempts have been made to deal with rapid IT change. Literature also proposed other well-described methodology and the research results are presented in Table 2.3. Orlikowski & Hofman (1997) have developed a model for managing technology-based changes for open-ended, customizable technologies or for complex and unprecedented change. This model is an improvised version from the traditional Lewin (1952)’s three-stage change model of “unfreezing, change, and refreezing”. The model distinguishes between anticipated changes – changes that are planned ahead of time and occur as intended, emergent changes – changes that arise spontaneously which are not predicted, and opportunity-based changes – changes that are not anticipated ahead of time but are introduced purposefully and intentionally during the change process in response to an unexpected event. The model spells three interdependent dimensions; the technology, the organizational context, and change model used to manage technological change. This model pre-defines each step to be taken and then controlling events to fit the plan, thus it creates an environment that facilitates improvisation.

The Priority Matrix proposed by Gartner (2010a) helps organizations in prioritizing emerging technologies by looking beyond the hype and assesses technology opportunities in terms of their relative impact on the enterprise and the timing of that impact. The vast majority of technology innovations do make it through the hype cycle (Raskino, 2010).

Koehn & Adler (2010) developed a Change, Adaptation and Learning Model (CALM) that focuses on measuring and addressing organizational readiness to accept and respond to technological changes. The model provides a checklist for formulating,
validating, and executing strategies to enable transformational change. The development of CALM was facilitated by Delphi techniques to estimate values for CALM metrics on a scale 1 to 100. The respondents were from teams of leaders and senior workers drawn from all organizational levels.

Using Cultural Theory derived from Anthropology as a theoretical lens, Jackson & Philip (2010) investigated the role of culture in the management of technological change. They examined the relative effectiveness of the three approaches in the management of technological change, namely, technological determinism, cultural determinism, and techno-cultural emergence. Through case studies and multiple methods such as in-depth interviews, documentary analysis, and observations, the model promotes ongoing attention to unanticipated cultural and technological issues arising over time and space.

Among all the models proposed, Gartner’s Priority Matrix is the most popular tools among all, and has been used widely by many industries (Raskino, 2010). This model, however, has limitations where it focuses only at IT application issue, and does not provide information for administering human infrastructure and the business environment managing technological change. After all, none of this tools address the issue of managing technological change problem specifically. The tools are more concern about assisting the right technology and managing people resistance to cope with new technology.
Table 2.3: Proposed models found in literature that cater the issue of coping with technological change.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool/Model</th>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Assessment Criteria</th>
<th>Model Methodology</th>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weakness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model of Change Management</td>
<td>Technical issue in project level</td>
<td>Predicting changes that will occur during system implementation.</td>
<td>• Anticipated changes • Emergent changes • Opportunity-based changes</td>
<td>Literature review • A case study</td>
<td>• Empirically studied. • Help in controlling the project plan.</td>
<td>• Does not discuss about any unforeseen changes during the IT implementation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlikowski &amp; Hofman (1997)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Gartner’s Hype Cycle’s Priority Matrix</td>
<td>Management in organization level.</td>
<td>As a guideline in choosing right technology to be adopted in an organization.</td>
<td>Duration of adoption</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
<td>• Useful to assess any new technologies. • Clearly stated how many years the technology could be adopted.</td>
<td>• Neglect people and management issues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gartner (2010a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALM</td>
<td>People and management in organization level.</td>
<td>Measuring and addressing organizational readiness.</td>
<td>• Organization al mindset • People mindset • Infrastructure</td>
<td>Delphi technique. • Metric values 1 to 100. • Respondents were leaders and seniors workers.</td>
<td>• Empirically studied • Focusses on tangible factors • Reduce risks of people resistance</td>
<td>• Neglect intangible factors especially on infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koehn &amp; Adler (2010)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural Theory</td>
<td>Technical and work environment in organization level.</td>
<td>Continuation in upgrading the infrastructure and setting mindset.</td>
<td>• Technocultural emergence</td>
<td>Interviews • Documentary analysis • Observations</td>
<td>Investigate the role of culture in managing technological change</td>
<td>• Does not provide a framework or guideline derived from this theory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson &amp; Philip (2010)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Zainon, et al. (2011)

2.8 Towards Flexible IT Infrastructure

The KMPG survey (2010) shows that organizations are now moving towards having IT infrastructure that is able to react to changes. As organisations spends 70% to 80% of IT budgets on IT infrastructure, it essential to ensure the infrastructure is implemented successfully (Forrester Research, 2009; Gartner, 2010b; Gray, 2009). Upgrading or adopting new technology consumes large investment and risk to the organisation (Hewage, Ruwanpura, & Jergeas, 2008). Hence, this study proposes the concept of IT
infrastructure of being flexible and the idea is further explained and developed in following chapters.

2.9 Conclusion

This chapter summarizes about the trend of new IT inventions in the construction industry and its implications to construction management. Literature review shows that IT can change very quickly and this raised the awareness of importance of organizational IT to be more adaptable to technological changes. However, finding the best tool to cope with the rapid technology change is not easy as the industry is lacking available tools. Based on literature reviews, there are tools available to assist organizations in selecting the right technology, but there is a lack of existing tools specifically for construction organizations; and also to provide insights into factors such as infrastructure, people, and business environment. This chapter demonstrates the significance of proposing a model that can be used by the construction organizations to cope with such situation. The new framework is further explained in the next chapter.
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